
Using the farm owner as a casual on a regular rotation 

 

This might be used in the case of a farm owner filling in where required.  

In the example we will follow they are on the same rotation as the rest of the employees however 

this does not have to be the case. See adding a casual on no set rotation. 

 

Step 1- Set up your farm dairy, shifts and employees 

Setup your farm dairy with a roster of 6:3:4:1, add 2 employees, and an all day shift with a minimum 

of 1 and a maximum of 2 employees. We will pick up the process from here.  

 

Step 2 Set up your roster 

a) Create the roster. In this roster we have 3 employees, Lars Lace, Jan Smith and the farm 

owner Tom Brick. To begin with we want to set up the roster to have Lars and Jan 

working whenever possible. To do this we: 

a. Select Jan and Lars 

b. Arrange their days off on the slider (coloured bars are the days which they are 

working). I’ve set up mine to give Lars and Jan the weekends off which Tom will 

cover. 

c. Click “Save Changes” 

 

 

Select Lars, Jan and set 

their days on/off 



Step 2 – “Pin” (Lock) the roster 

We now need to “Pin” (lock) the roster in place so we can add our farm owner Tom into any gaps in 

the roster. 

a) Move from the “View roster” tab to “Shuffle staff”. 

 

b) Check the roster. Lars and Jan both have the weekends off, but because of the way the 

6:3:4:1 roster is set up, there is only 1 day which needs to be covered by Tom and 4 days 

when there are 2 fulltime employees on farm each week. 

   



c) Pin the roster. At the bottom of the “Shuffle staff” screen you will see four buttons, click 

the one on the left “Pin roster”. 

 
 

d) Click “Yes” on the message which pops up. It just gives a brief explanation of when using 

the “Pin” function might be useful. 

 

 

Step 3 – Put the farm owner (Tom) into the gaps within the roster 

Now that we have “Pinned” the roster in place we can go back and add Tom into the gaps. 

 

a) Head to the “Edit roster settings” tab 

 
b) Tick the box for the 3rd staff member, in this case Tom. Adjust the slider to set the days off for 

them. 

  
c) Click “Save changes” 

Check your roster. Now the farm owner should have been put into any gaps throughout the roster. 

In this case Tom has been allocated to work on Saturday, Sunday, Monday to cover for Jan and Lars 

being off. 

Select Tom and set 

slider bar 


